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judging by the state of the roads, one might assume that this is a wealthy neighborhood, that the residents have loads of money and that the streets are full of cars. but only a few homes in the neighborhood have motor vehicles. (..) the area is populated by poor venezuelan immigrants, and even poor expatriates of other
countries. all of them live in concrete houses without balconies or garden areas, with roofs that protect the residents from the rain or scorching sun. many of the houses are not even connected to electric service and use generators for their power needs. (.) en el barrio poblado por venezolanos pobres, incluso pobres expatrias
de otros paises. todos viven en casas de hormigón construidas sin balcones o ertas, con techos que protegen de la lluvia o calor. en muchas no tienen servicio eléctrico de ninguna clase, y todos suelen usar generadores para poder volver a la electricidad. a bike- rickshaw ride into the barrio, over countless blocks of unpaved

roads that barely function as roads, will find a number of people still working in the fields or selling wares on the sidewalks, despite the rising temperatures. (..) many cars have left the barrio without being replaced, only to return later, as some people find it more convenient to have a vehicle that they can borrow for a few hours
or a few days or at least, on a rainy day, leave their corrugated waterlogged cars at the sidewalk because they are afraid of being locked. many of the women in the barrio wear long, dark dresses, cover their bodies with dark stockings, and have their hair piled atop their heads, in a style known as a quinceañera, or a 15-year-old

girl tradition. (..)
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the k-pop scene is a burgeoning one, and the giants have joined the team, with players like julian jones and nyhan lee taking the lead. join us as we meet the young aventura fans that are captivated by the k-pop scene in new york. the main reason for this is that i know about the spanish language better than i do the english
language, so that is why i started to learn spanish. i have been studying it for about four years. my spanish is now quite good. i can use it to communicate well, but it is not as fluent as my english. aventura is the most influential and biggest band in the latin music industry right now. they have sold more than 2 million records
and have accumulated more than 2,000 awards to their credit. they are credited with creating the latin music genre, which has now come to be known as salsa. i am a huge fan of aventura, and i was so excited when i heard they were coming to nyc. i got to the show early and bought the tickets online (the earlier you buy, the
cheaper the tickets). i didnt take photos because i was trying to focus on the show and enjoy the music. i was able to stay for the whole show and i highly recommend this show to anyone! i sat in the front row and i didnt want to get up at all! (although, the bar across the aisle was a little cramped so i thought about getting up
and down every few minutes to move. i might consider this when i go to a future aventura show). aventura was the best show i've seen in a while. the show was great and the spanish dubbing/translation was very good, though not perfect. it would have been nice to see more of the band (or even the vocalists), but it was still a

great show. i would recommend this to anyone, as i am sure they would appreciate it too. 5ec8ef588b
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